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INTRODUCTION

In an effort to map the current landscape of state preemption of local laws, this memorandum describes by subject matter a range of preemptive state statutes. The memorandum is both selective and a snapshot. It is selective in that it does not canvass the full panoply of state laws. State lawmaking across a range of subject matters is ubiquitous. Here we focus on subject areas that have generated the most interest of progressive policymakers. It is a snapshot, insofar as preemptive state laws continue to be proposed and adopted in many states.

We consider this to be a possible foundation for a more systematic tracking of preemptive legislation. Some of that tracking is being done by the National League of Cities and other policy-specific organizations. An excel spreadsheet accompanies this memorandum and is intended to be modified as additional information is received.

Subject Areas:

ENVIRONMENT

Fracking

Oklahoma and Texas have explicitly preempted local regulation of hydraulic fracturing, or fracking. Oklahoma’s preemptive statute provides that political subdivisions “may not effectively prohibit or ban any oil and gas operations, including oil and gas exploration, drilling, fracture stimulation, completion, production, maintenance, plugging and abandonment, produced water disposal, secondary recovery operations, flow and gathering lines or pipeline infrastructure…” with few exceptions.1 The Oklahoma statute went into effect on August 21, 2015. The Texas statute, also passed in 2015, is very similar.2

The Colorado Supreme Court invalidated two cities’ bans on fracking and the storage of fracking waste within the cities’ limits in 2016.3 The court stated that when a home-rule ordinance conflicts with state law in a matter of either statewide of mixed state and local concern, the state law supersedes that conflicting ordinance. In this instance. The court found that the Longmont ordinance at issue “materially impede[d] the application of state law,” so it was preempted despite express or even implied preemption in the Oil and Gas Conservation Act.4

---

3 City of Longmont Colo. V. Colo. Oil & Gas Ass’n, 369 P.3d 573 (Col. 2016).
4 Id. at 54.
As of April 28, 2016, fracking occurred in twenty-one states. We can expect to see more fracking legislation and local regulation as the practice spreads.

Plastic Bags

Missouri and Idaho explicitly preempt localities from banning plastic bags.

Austin, TX has a local ordinance banning plastic bags and Brownsville, TX imposes fees on the use of plastic bags. There is a bill pending in committee in the Texas state legislature that would preempt the regulation of plastic bags by municipalities in Texas. New York also has pending legislation that would preempt municipalities from banning plastic bags.

Pesticides

Twenty-nine states, as of 2013, had explicitly preemptive language over local pesticide regulation. Most of these states’ laws read very similar to the American Legislative Exchange Council’s (ALEC) Model State Preemption Act. This Act states that “No city, town, county, or other political subdivision of this state shall adopt or continue in effect any ordinance, rule, regulation or statute regarding pesticide sale or use, including without limitation: registration, notification of use, advertising and marketing, distribution, applicator training and certification, storage, transportation, disposal, disclosure of confidential information, or product composition.”

Nineteen states delegate all of the authority to regulate pesticide use to a commissioner or pesticide board, which implies preemption of local regulation of pesticides. Some of these states, like Louisiana, allow to petition the commissioner for exceptions to the pesticide regulations.

Climate Change

According to Kim Tyrrell, program director on the environment for the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL), “no states enacted legislation that would
preempt local governments from taking climate change into account.” To her knowledge, only Oklahoma and North Carolina have passed such legislation in the last five years.\textsuperscript{11}

\textit{Factory Farms}

Many localities have begun regulating industrial agriculture in light of the threat it poses to community health and the environment, primarily through zoning ordinances. At least thirteen states have preempted this authority.\textsuperscript{12}

For example, Wisconsin law provides that local governments cannot exceed statewide standards for the siting or expansion of large livestock facilities.\textsuperscript{13} In addition, Tennessee prohibits local zoning regulation of buildings used primarily for agricultural purposes.\textsuperscript{14}

\textit{GMOs}

President Obama signed the National Bioengineered Food Disclosure Standard on July 29, 2016. The Act preempted existing state and local laws relating to GMO labeling.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{PUBLIC HEALTH}

\textit{E-Cigarettes}

At least seven states have preempted local regulation of e-cigarettes.\textsuperscript{16}

States have primarily preempted local regulation of e-cigarettes by amending their existing tobacco preemption statutes to explicitly include e-cigarettes or vapor products. One state that has done this is Oklahoma. In 2014, the Oklahoma legislature amended section 600.10 of the Prevention of Youth Access Tobacco Act to prevent political subdivisions from regulating “vapor products” in addition to tobacco products.\textsuperscript{17} Washington’s legislature, on the other hand, passed a comprehensive regulation of vapor products in 2016 that includes a section preempting local regulation of vapor products.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{12} \textit{Preemption Map}, \textit{GRASSROOTS CHANGE}, https://grassrootschange.net/preemption-map/#/category/factory-farms.
\bibitem{13} WIS. STAT. § 93.90 (2016) (enacted April 13, 2004).
\bibitem{14} TENN. CODE ANN. § 13-7-114 (2016) (effective March 12, 2014).
\bibitem{17} OKLA. STAT. tit. 37 § 600.10 (2016) (amended April 25, 2014).
\bibitem{18} WASH. REV. CODE § 70.345.210 (2016) (effective June 28, 2016).
\end{thebibliography}
This is a new area of regulation for states, as most legislation has been passed since 2015. Localities can expect to see increasing pushback from states on local regulation in the area as more tobacco companies pressure state legislatures in to preempting such activity by amending their current tobacco statutes to include e-cigarettes.

Tobacco Products, More Generally

Thirty-one states have some form of preemption of local regulation of tobacco products.\(^{19}\) Two states, Washington and Michigan, preempt advertising, licensure, smoke-free indoor air, and youth access. The other twenty-nine states preempt some combination of advertising, licensure, smoke-free indoor air, and youth access. Ten states specifically preempt the licensure of vending machines containing tobacco products.

As of February 2017, there were two pending preemptive statutes in state legislatures. In New York, a bill sponsored by democratic assemblyman J. Gary Pretlow would preempt local regulation of tobacco use on casino patios.\(^{20}\) In Texas, republican representative Matt Shaheen introduced a bill that would preempt local regulation of tobacco use in cigar bars.\(^{21}\)

Nutrition

Nine states currently preempt local control over nutrition and food policy.\(^{22}\) These laws range from preempting local regulation that requires nutrition labeling, like in Alabama, to local laws that prevent restaurants from including toys in children’s meals, like in Wisconsin.

In New York, pending legislation would preempt local regulation of “food labels or the portion of food produced, processed, transported, stored, marketed, distributed, sold or offered for sale.”\(^{23}\)

Gun Control

Forty-three states have enacted broad preemption statutes related to firearms and ammunition. Eleven of these states have an absolute preemption of municipal firearm

---


regulations, permitting no exceptions whatsoever. Notably, New Mexico implemented this rule through an amendment to the state constitution.

Note that the Colorado Supreme Court affirmed a trial court ruling which found that the state law that expressly preempted localities from regulating firearms unconstitutionally infringed on the City of Denver’s home rule authority. The Court went on, however, to invalidate Denver’s ordinances that dealt with juvenile possession of firearms, carrying concealed firearms with a permit in a public park, and concealed weapon permitting because they conflicted with state law. Thus, localities in Colorado may enact some, but not any, regulation of firearms and/or ammunition. Home rule challenges, however, are not always successful. For example, the Ohio Supreme Court rejected the City of Cleveland’s home rule challenge to Ohio’s broad preemption statute for gun control in 2010.

Pennsylvania did have a statute that absolutely preempted local government regulation of firearms, however in Leach v. Commonwealth the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania found this law to be in violation of the state Constitution, and thus voided it in its entirety.

The seven states that do not have broad preemption statutes are California, Nebraska, Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York. California and Nebraska expressly preempt some local regulation of firearms or ammunition, but otherwise permit broad local regulation of firearms and ammunition. Neither Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Jersey, nor New York have a provision or statute expressly preempting local regulation of firearms or ammunition. In addition, the courts of those states have not found broad implied preemption of local firearms and/or ammunition regulation.

EDUCATION

Charter Schools

---

26 State v. City and County of Denver, 139 P.3d 635 (Colo. 2006).
27 City of Cleveland v. State, 128 Ohio St. 3d 135 (Ohio 2010).
29 Local Authority to Regulate Firearms, LAW CTN. TO PREVENT GUN VIOLENCE, http://smartgunlaws.org/gun-laws/policy-areas/other-laws/local-authority/.
The Mississippi Charter Schools Act of 2013 provides that “Although a charter school is geographically located within the boundaries of a particular school district and enrolls students who reside within the school district, the charter school may not be considered a school within that district under the purview of the school district's school board. The rules, regulations, policies and procedures established by the school board for the noncharter public schools that are in the school district in which the charter school is geographically located do not apply to the charter school unless otherwise required under the charter contract or any contract entered into between the charter school governing board and the local school board.”

It is also notable that the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) released its education model policy, *The Next Generation Charter Schools Act*, in September 2016. This model policy contains similar preemptive language to the Mississippi legislation which would exempt charter schools from most or all of the local regulations on education.

**School Discipline**

In 2015, Illinois governor Bruce Rauner signed into law a sweeping school discipline reform bill. The bill rewrote the entire section of the Illinois code that dealt with school discipline. The new law preempts “zero tolerance” suspensions and expulsions and requires that school exhaust all other solutions before expelling students or suspending them for more than three days, in addition to other changes.

There is a similar bill pending in the Virginia state legislature that has bipartisan support. The bill would limit suspensions greater than ten days or expulsions except for “drug offenses, firearm offenses, certain criminal acts, or if the underlying conduct involves other weapons, inappropriate sexual behavior, or serious bodily injury.” While these bills do not explicitly preempt local control over school discipline, they do so implicitly by regulating the subject area comprehensively.

**TAXATION**

*Limitations on Property Tax Increases*

---

Thirty-four states, as of 2015, imposed property tax rate limits on localities. In Florida, for example, counties, municipalities, and school districts are each limited to 10 mills, excluding debt service. There are higher limits for special districts other than water management districts, counties that provide a municipal service, and consolidated cities and counties. A majority of voters may authorize an increase in millage for no more than two years. Six other states also have override provisions.

Nevada is one of the states that does not provide a public override of a property tax limitation. The Nevada Constitution set the maximum property tax rate to $5 per $100 of assessed value. In addition, there is a statutory limit for public purposes of overlapping districts of $3.64 per $100 of assessed value. If the combined rates of taxing jurisdictions within a county exceed the limit, and the local governments do not agree to a new rate that falls below the limit, the state will set the rate for that county.

**Limitations on Assessed Values Increases**

Eighteen states imposed limits on assessment value increases as of 2015. In Maryland, assessment of eligible residential property is capped at 110% of the prior year’s value for county and municipal purposes. There is no override mechanism for this provision.

In fact, only one state explicitly provides an override procedure for limitations on assessed value increases: Georgia. But, it is the localities in Georgia that are authorized to implement homestead exemptions that freeze the value of property tat the base year valuation for as long as the homeowner resides on the property, not the state.

**Limitations on Tax Levies**

Thirty-five states impose limitations on tax levies, primarily through tax caps. New York, for example, limits the amount raised by taxes on real estate in any fiscal year to the amount equal to the following percentages of the average full valuation of taxable real estate: 1.5-2% of counties, 2% for cities and villages, and 2.5% for New York City and the counties therein. The levy cap can be exceeded with 60% of the governing body in each budget year for local government and of district voters for school districts.

---

37 Nev. Const. art. 10, § 2.
39 Significant Features of the Property Tax, supra.
42 Significant Features of the Property Tax, supra.
43 N.Y. Const. art. VIII, § 10.

Five of the thirty-five states that impose these limitations do not provide for override procedures like New York does. One such state is Delaware which limits county property tax revenues to 15% of the total property taxes imposed for the preceding fiscal year, but does not include new construction.  

Truth in Taxation Requirements

Twelve states impose truth in taxation or full disclosure requirements on localities. Missouri’s truth in taxation statute provides that county governments must hold a public hearing on the proposed tax rate prior to fixing the tax rate. The statue also provides that the notice of the hearing, including several financial disclosures, must be published in at least one newspaper qualified under the laws of Missouri of general circulation in the county at least seven days prior to the hearing.

North Dakota law provides that notice be given to property owners by mail at least seven days prior to a public hearing on raising taxes. This limitation, however, only applies to cities, counties, school districts, and city park districts that levy more than $100,000.

No limit on local taxation, as of 2015

According to the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy and George Washington Institute of Public Policy, there are three states that do not impose limitations on local taxation. These states are Hawaii, New Hampshire, and Vermont.

Sharing Economy

Thirty-seven states have preempted local regulation of ride-sharing platforms. Wyoming passed a comprehensive statute regulating ride-sharing and preempting local regulation as recently as March 3, 2017. Most of these statutes refer to ride-sharing platforms, like Uber and Lyft, as “transportation network companies” or “TNCs.”

Of the thirteen states that do not currently preempt local regulation of ride-sharing platforms, some still provide some statewide regulation. This non-preemptive regulation is typically insurance-related. For example, Texas provides comprehensive regulation for

---

44 DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 9, § 8002(c) (2016).
45 Significant Features of the Property Tax, supra.
46 MO. REV. STAT. § 137.055 (2016).
48 Significant Features of the Property Tax, supra.
ride-sharing drivers and companies. However, the statute does not purport to explicitly or implicitly preempt local regulation of the industry. There is legislation pending in the Texas legislature that would preempt local regulation of ride-sharing platforms, but it has not moved to committee as of March 4, 2017.

Only one state has explicitly preempted local regulation of home-sharing platforms, like AirBnB and VRBO. Arizona law prohibits a county from disallowing short-term rentals in its jurisdiction. The statute effectively mandates the existence of home-sharing platforms in Arizona localities. Alternatively, New York effectively preempts local law that would allow home-sharing platforms by criminalizing short-term rentals less than thirty days and the advertisement of such rentals.

While the growth of ride-sharing regulation has expanded exponentially since 2014, home-sharing regulation has remained virtually non-existent. It will be interesting to see if more states adopt language similar to Arizona, which preempts localities from preventing home-sharing in their jurisdictions, or to New York, which effectively preempts localities from allowing home sharing in their jurisdictions.

Housing

Affordable Housing Requirements (Inclusionary Zoning)

At least eleven states have enacted laws preempting local authority to issue inclusionary zoning ordinances and/or requirements that private developers include affordable housing units in their projects. These states include: Arizona (2015), Colorado (2010), Texas (2005), Arkansas (restrictions only apply to manufactured homes) (2003), Massachusetts (2003), Oregon (1999), Tennessee (1996), New Hampshire (1991), New Jersey (1975), Rhode Island, and North Carolina.

—

51 TEX. INS. CODE § 1954.001 et seq.
53 ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 11-269.17 (enacted May 12, 2016).
55 A.R.S. § 9-461.16.
56 C.R.S. § 38-12-301.
57 Tex. Local Gov’t Code § 214.905.
59 M.G.L. 40B §§ 20-23.
60 Or. Rev. Stat. § 197.309.
In New Hampshire and New Jersey, the states have preempted local authority in so far as they require localities to adopt policies that promote affordable housing. Rhode Island allows localities to promulgate such ordinances but applies various restrictions.66 Similarly, Massachusetts allows localities to enact such ordinances but allows developers to bypass them in certain circumstances.67

Wisconsin may also preempt local authority in this area because a state appellate court held that the city of Madison’s affordable housing ordinance violated Wisconsin state law because it was functionally, an act of rent control.68

Rent Control


---

65 City of Raleigh Housing and Neighborhoods Department, Affordable Housing Improvement Plan FY 2016-FY 2020 (mandatory inclusionary zoning is illegal but some cities have them (Chapel Hill, Davidson, and Monteo) but other actions are allowed). But see Tyler Mulligan, A Primer on Inclusionary Zoning, Coates’ Cannons: NC Local Government Law (Nov. 16, 2016) (arguing that the law is uncertain regarding this issue.)
67 M.G.L. 40B §§ 20-23.
69 A.R.S. § 9-461.16.
70 C.R.S. § 38-12-301.
71 Utah Code § 57-20-1. (unless approved by the legislature)
72 Wall, supra note 68.
73 IC. § 32-31-1-20.
74 K.A. Code § 12-16-120.
75 Julia Singer Bansal, States Authorizing Rent Control, Office of Legislative Research, Connecticut General Assembly (2015). See Old Colony Gardens, Inc. v. Stamford, 147 Conn. 60 (1959)(finding that municipalities have not been delegated authority to enact rent control laws).
76 Fla. Code § 125.0103. (an exception is provided for housing emergencies – see subsection (2)).
77 M.G.L. A. 40P § 4.
78 50 ILCS 825.
80 Code of Ala. 11-80-8.1.
81 A.C.A. §14-16-601.
82 N.D. Code § 47-16-02.1.
83 KY. Code § 65.875.
84 N.M. Code § 47-8A-1.

In Texas (2001), municipalities may enact rent control ordinances, but only if the municipality finds that a housing emergency exists due to a disaster (defined in section 418.004) and upon approval of the governor. 95 The municipality “shall continue or discontinue its rent control ordinance in the same manner that the governor continues or discontinues a state of disaster under section 418.004 . . . ” 96

**Linkage Fees**

To date, it does not appear that any state has enacted a law preempting the authority of local governments to exact linkage fees. Very few localities employ such fees. Municipalities in Washington, 97 Massachusetts, 98 Florida, 99 and Colorado 100 have enacted such fees. Los Angeles has drafted such an ordinance, but it has not yet been enacted. 101

**Discrimination in Housing**

Utah has enacted legislation (2015) that preempts or may preempt local authority to prohibit private parties from discriminating against specified categories of persons in housing. 102 Rhode Island (1990*) might also preempt local authority to enact anti-discrimination ordinances because the “Finding and declaration of policy” of its anti-discrimination statute declares that it is “the policy of the state” to fight discrimination. 103 Moreover, discrimination is described as an evil that harms the entire state, thus it “is necessary to safeguard the right of all individuals to equal opportunity in obtaining

---

86 Mo. Code § 441.043.
89 N.C. § 42-14.1.
90 2015 O.R.S. § 91.225.
91 O.C.G.A. § 44-7-19.
92 MN. Code § 471.9996. (unless approved in a general election).
93 RCW 35.21.830.
94 National Multifamily Housing Council, Rent Control Laws by State.
96 Id.
97 Affordable Housing, Seattle City Council (2014 resolution with final implementation by fall 2017).
99 Id.,
100 Denver City Code § 27-153.
101 Affordable Housing Linkage Fee, Los Angeles City Council (Sept. 20, 2016).
102 Utah Code § 57-21-2.5.
103 Rhode Island Code § 34-37-1.2. Based on a WestLaw search, this language may have been adopted through the 1990 amendment but prior versions of the statute are not available so the language may have been enacted prior to this amendment.
housing accommodations free of discrimination.” The statute does not, however, contain any explicit preemption language.

New Hampshire may also preempt local authority. New Hampshire law might, implicitly, preempt such ordinances because it is a Dillon’s Rule state and it has not enacted legislation that expressly empowers localities to prohibit discrimination.105

MUNICIPAL CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS

Hire Local

North Carolina (2016),106 Ohio (2016),107 and Tennessee (1994)108 have enacted laws that prohibit local governments from promulgating ordinances which require private contractors that acquire municipal contracts to hire some specified amount of local residents, or which give preference to contractors that employ local residents over their competitors in bidding for municipal contracts.

Minimum Wage

At least North Carolina (2016),109 Tennessee (2013),110 Arizona (2011),111 Georgia (2005),112 and Utah (2001)113 have enacted laws that prohibit local governments from mandating the wages which private contractors fulfilling a municipal contract pay their employees. The state legislatures for Utah and Tennessee have limited the scope of their laws. The former creates an exception in situations where “federal law requires the payment of a specified wage to persons working on projects funded in whole or in part by federal funds.”114 For the latter, the law does not apply in cases in which compliance “would result in the denial of federal funds that would otherwise be available to the local government…”115 In such cases, a “local government may require a private employer to pay its employees a wage necessary to meet the federal requirements to obtain the federal funds, but only relative to such contract, project, or program.”116

---

104 Rhode Island Code § 34-37-1, 2.
106 N.C.G.A. HB 2.
111 A.R.S. § 34-321(b).
112 O.C.G.A. § 34-4-3.1.
Leave

North Carolina (2016) has enacted a law which prohibits local governments from passing ordinances that alter private contractors’ employee leave policies as a condition of accepting a municipal contract.\textsuperscript{117}

Benefits

North Carolina (2016),\textsuperscript{118} Tennessee (2011),\textsuperscript{119} and Georgia (2005)\textsuperscript{120} prohibit municipalities from altering the employee benefits policies of private contractors that acquire municipal contracts as a condition of bidding for or receiving a public contract.

Labor Agreements and Union Membership

Seven states (Alabama (2016),\textsuperscript{121} North Carolina (2013),\textsuperscript{122} Arizona (2011),\textsuperscript{123} Missouri (2007),\textsuperscript{124} Tennessee (2011),\textsuperscript{125} Georgia (2005),\textsuperscript{126} and Nevada (1953)\textsuperscript{127}) prohibit local governments from requiring private contractors to engage in collective bargaining, become subject to labor agreements, or other related requirements as a condition of bidding for or receiving a public contract. Missouri’s law provides exceptions, however. Local governments may enter into “union-only project labor agreement(s) for the procurement of construction services… on a project-by-project basis only if the project is funded fifty percent or less with state funds” and in light of other specified conditions.\textsuperscript{128}

Anti-Discrimination in Municipal Contracting

North Carolina (2016) preempts the authority of localities to enact anti-discrimination ordinances.\textsuperscript{129} Kansas might also preempt such local authority because the Kansas Act Against Discrimination explicitly states that it does not preempt local authority to prohibit discrimination in housing transactions (44-1024), yet it does not state any such

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{119} Tenn. Code Ann. § 7-51-1802. (Only prohibits mandating health insurance).
\item \textsuperscript{120} O.C.G.A. § 34-4-3.1. (does not refer to union agreements but does prohibit seeking to control or affect wages which would occur if collective bargaining were required).
\item \textsuperscript{121} Ala. Code 25-7-42. See also Code of Ala. § 11-80-16.
\item \textsuperscript{122} N.C. Gen. Stat. § 143-133.5.
\item \textsuperscript{123} A.R.S. § 34-321(c).
\item \textsuperscript{124} Mo. Rev. Stat. § 34.209. See also Mo. Rev. Stat. § 34.216.
\item \textsuperscript{125} Tenn. Code Ann. § 12-4-903.
\item \textsuperscript{126} O.C.G.A. § 36-91-21.
\item \textsuperscript{127} N.R.S. 613.250.
\item \textsuperscript{128} Mo. Rev. Stat. § 34.216.
\item \textsuperscript{129} N.C.G.A. 153A-449.
\end{itemize}
disclaimer regarding discrimination (44-1009) in labor or municipal contracts (44-1030).130

LATER, EMPLOYMENT, AND WAGES

Minimum Wage


130 Kansas Code 44-1001, et. seq.
131 Wisconsin Code 104.001.
132 N.H. Code § 279:21. (The New Hampshire Minimum Wage Law does not explicitly preempt local authority to set wages but New Hampshire is a Dillon’s Rule state and they have not been delegated such authority. Therefore, they may not set their own minimum wages. See Nicole DuPuis, et al., City Rights in an Era of Preemption: A State-by-State Analysis, National League of Cities 6 (2017));
133 Ohio Senate Bill 331.
136 The Kentucky Supreme Court held that the state’s minimum wage law preempts local authority to create minimum wage laws, but, as the dissent noted, the statute in question does not explicitly preempt such authority; it merely mandates a statewide minimum wage. See Ryland Barton, Kentucky Supreme Court Strikes Down Louisville Minimum Wage Ordinance, Kentucky Public Radio (Oct. 20, 2016). For the statute, see KRS §337.275.
137 M.C.L.S. § 123.1385.
138 Mo. Rev. Stat. § 285.055 (unless local ordinances were implemented by Aug. 28, 2015).
139 M.C.A. § 17-1-51.
142 Fla. Stats. § 218.077(2).
144 K.S.A. § 12-16,130.
145 In.C. § 22-2-2-10.5.
146 43 P.S. § 333.114a.
147 Utah Code 34-40-106.
148 O.C.G.A. § 34-4-3.1.
151 Or. Rev. Stat. § 653.017.
152 C.R.S. § 8-6-101(3)(a).
154 Id.C. § 44-1502.
155 VA SB. 704 (failed and would have allowed localities to adopt minimum wage ordinances)

Maryland is an odd case because its minimum wage law (enacted in 2014) suggests that local authorities cannot set a minimum wage because employers must pay employees the higher of state minimum wage or federal minimum wage.\textsuperscript{156} However, City of Baltimore v. Sitnick, 255 A.2d 376 (Md. Ct. Apps. 1969) states that municipalities can enact minimum wage laws.\textsuperscript{157} While Maryland’s minimum wage law predated this act, WestLaw does not report the case to be abrogated by the minimum wage law.

**Benefits**

At least twelve states have enacted laws that preempt local authority to regulate the benefits private employers provide their employees. These states include: Alabama (2016),\textsuperscript{158} North Carolina (2016),\textsuperscript{159} Michigan (2015),\textsuperscript{160} Missouri (2015),\textsuperscript{161} Arizona (2013),\textsuperscript{162} Florida (2013),\textsuperscript{163} Indiana (2013),\textsuperscript{164} Kansas (2013),\textsuperscript{165} Tennessee (2013),\textsuperscript{166} Mississippi (2013),\textsuperscript{167} Georgia (2004),\textsuperscript{168} and Pennsylvania (1996).\textsuperscript{169}

**Leave**

At least fifteen states have enacted laws that preempt local authority to regulate the amount of paid or unpaid leave that private employers provide their employees. These states include: Alabama (2016),\textsuperscript{170} Wisconsin* (2016),\textsuperscript{171} North Carolina (2016),\textsuperscript{172}

\textsuperscript{156} Md. Code Ann. § 3-413. (applies to “governmental units” of which local governments appear to be. See Md. Code Ann. § 1-610).


\textsuperscript{158} Ala. Code 25-7-41.

\textsuperscript{159} N.C. Gen. Stat. § 95-25.1.

\textsuperscript{160} M.C.L.S. § 123.1386 (including wages or benefits in the prevailing community). See also M.C.L.S. § 123.1391 (cannot require giving of specific fringe benefits or covering expenses), and M.C.L.S. § 123.1389 (scheduling and hours).

\textsuperscript{161} Mo. Rev. Stat. § 285.055.

\textsuperscript{162} A.R.S. § 23-204. See also A. R. S. § 23-205 (scheduling but not benefits more generally). A.R.S. § 23-364(I) states otherwise but there is no indication that A.R.S. § 23-204 is not current.

\textsuperscript{163} Fla. Stats. § 218.077.

\textsuperscript{164} In.C. § 22-2-16-3.

\textsuperscript{165} K.S.A. § 12-16,130.

\textsuperscript{166} Tenn. Code Ann. § 7-51-1802 (solely health insurance benefits).

\textsuperscript{167} M.C.L.S. § 123.1386. (refers to fringe benefits).

\textsuperscript{168} O.C.G.A. § 34-4-3.1.

\textsuperscript{169} Chris Potter, Court Rejects as “Unenforceable” Two Pittsburgh Labor Ordinances, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Dec. 22, 2015, 4:29 p.m.), See Bldg. Owners & Managers Ass’n of Pittsburgh v. City of Pittsburgh, 985 A.2d 711, 714 (Pa. 2009) (holding that Pennsylvania state law prohibits municipalities from regulating businesses by determining their “duties, responsibilities, or requirements.”).

\textsuperscript{170} Ala. Code 25-7-41. See also Code of Ala. § 11-80-16.

\textsuperscript{171} Wis. Stat. § 103.10. (preempted in part by ERISA) (only applies to mandating leave for: medical reasons, or family issues, including helping family members with medical conditions, helping family members relocate due to domestic assault, sexual assault, or stalking or to seek services due to such issues, or to prepare to testify, testify, or participate in proceedings about such issues).

\textsuperscript{172} N.C. Gen. Stat. § 95-25.1.

Georgia (2004) may also preempt local authority to enact leave ordinances. Georgia has enacted a statute which preempts local authority to alter a private employer’s employee benefits. The law does not explicitly mention leave policies but it benefits could plausibly include leave policies.

**Discrimination in Hiring**

At least four, but perhaps seven or more, states have enacted laws that preempt local authority to issue ordinances prohibiting or allowing private employers to discriminate in hiring, discharge, wage, and other employment practices. These states include: North Carolina (2016), Arkansas (2015), Utah (2015), and Tennessee (2011). They may also include Kansas, New Hampshire, and South Carolina. Kansas might also preempt such local authority because the Kansas Act Against Discrimination explicitly states that it does not preempt local authority to prohibit discrimination in housing transactions (44-1024), yet it does not state any such disclaimer regarding discrimination in labor or municipal contracts (44-1009). New Hampshire law might, implicitly, preempt such ordinances because it is a Dillon’s Rule state and it has not enacted legislation that expressly empowers localities to prohibit discrimination. South Carolina may preempt local anti-discrimination laws because the South Carolina Human

---

173 Or. Rev. Stat. § 653.661 (only applies to sick leave).
174 M.C.L.S § 123.1388.
175 Mo. Rev. Stat. § 285.055 (unless local ordinances were implemented by Aug. 28, 2015).
177 A.R.S. § 23-204.
178 In.C. § 22-2-16-3.
179 Fla. Stats. § 218.077.
180 K.S.A. § 12-16,130.
181 M.C.A. § 17-1-51.
185 O.C.G.A. § 34-4-3.1. (p.22) (Does not refer to leave but preempts “all…employment benefits”).
186 N.C. Gen. Stat. § 143-422.2.
188 Utah Code § 34A-5-102.5.
190 Kansas Code 44-1001, et. seq.


The information contained in this document does not constitute legal advice.
Affairs law explicitly states that it does not preempt local laws applicable to “food handling” if those laws are “designed to protect the public health from individuals who pose a significant risk to the health or safety of others…” Since the statute does not include any other disclaimer of preemption, it may preempt local authority to enact anti-discrimination regulations.

**Wage Theft**

At least one state (Tennessee) has enacted a law that preempts local authority to regulate wage theft by private employers against their employees. While Pennsylvania and Arizona have not enacted a wage theft preemption law specifically, they have enacted other preemption laws which may prohibit localities from regulate wage theft by private employers. In Pennsylvania, for example, localities cannot regulate businesses by determining their “duties, responsibilities, or requirements.” In Arizona, the state legislature has passed a wage theft law but that law does not contain any explicit language empowering localities to enact similar laws unlike its prior minimum wage statute which did expressly empower localities to enact minimum wage ordinances.

**Collective Bargaining/Union Membership**

At least twenty-eight states have enacted “Right to Work” laws. These laws prohibit a private employer from discriminating against an employee, in any way, on the basis of non-membership in a union as well as prohibit a private employer from requiring any of its employees to join a union or to pay dues to a union as a condition of employment. Implicitly, these laws preempt local authority to require private employees to unionize or prohibit private employers from hiring non-union members. These states include: Missouri (2017), Kentucky (2017), Alabama (1953 – statute; 2016 – constitutional amendment), West Virginia (2016), Wisconsin (no expressed mention of preemption, however)(2015), Michigan (2012), Indiana (2012), Oklahoma (2001), Idaho (1985), Louisiana (1976), Wyoming (1963), Kansas (1958),

---

192 S.C. Code 1-13-10 et. seq.
194 Bldg. Owners & Managers Ass’n of Pittsburgh v. City of Pittsburgh, 985 A.2d 711, 714 (Pa. 2009) (holding that Pennsylvania state law prohibits municipalities from regulating businesses by determining their “duties, responsibilities, or requirements.”). Philadelphia has passed such an ordinance but it may be illegal.
195 ARS § 23-364.
197 HB 1 (2017).
198 Ala. Code 25-7-41. See also Ala. Code 25-7-30-36.
199 West Virginia Code §21-1A-3.
200 2015 Wisconsin Act 1.
201 M.C.L.S. § 408.875, but the law is limited to construction, repair, remodeling, or demolition of a facility. See also M.C.L.S. § 123.1390 (no apprenticeship programs can be required).
202 Indiana Code § 22-6-6.

**ANTIDISCRIMINATION**

**“Bathroom Bills”**

“Bathroom bills” restrict access to multi-user restrooms and locker rooms on the basis of an individual’s assigned biological sex at birth. These laws are preemptive in that almost all of the proposed legislation would require local school officials to designate the use of bathrooms in public schools based only on biological sex. Some of the bills explicitly preempt local governments from adopting non-discrimination ordinances or require all public restrooms in a locality to be designated based on biological sex. Thirteen states are considering or have passed this type of legislation.

North Carolina enacted the first bathroom bill in 2016, which overturned an anti-discrimination ordinance that had been enacted by Charlotte. Of the twelve bills

205 LSA-R.S. § 23.981, 984.
208 Utah Code § 34-34-8.
209 MS. Con. § 198-A.
212 O.C.G.A. § 34-6-21
213 Iowa Code § 731.4.
216 VA. § 40.1-60.
218 N.C.G.S. § 95-80.
226 Id.
Currently being considered by state legislatures, three explicitly preempt local governments from adopting non-discrimination ordinances (Missouri, South Carolina, and Texas). Most of the legislation focuses on public schools and public restrooms generally, however Wyoming’s bill would make using a restroom that does not correspond to one’s birth sex a crime of public indecency.

Two states – South Dakota and Virginia – had bathroom bill legislation introduced in the 2017 legislative session that failed to pass. Nineteen states considered this type of legislation in 2016 with only North Carolina enacting a “bathroom bill.”

Paid Family Leave

Paid family leave policies provide compensation for people who need to take time off of work to care for a newborn, child, or aging family member. These tasks have traditionally fallen on women, and research shows that paid family leave policies benefit women’s outcomes in the work place as well as the financial outcomes for families generally. Seventeen states have preempted local governments from passing laws requiring companies in their jurisdiction provide paid family leave.

Immigration

Sanctuary Cities

Sanctuary policies “limit how local law enforcement can cooperate with federal immigration agents.” Following the election, there is an overall trend of state legislatures proposing bans on sanctuary cities. Arizona, Georgia, Indiana, North Carolina, and Missouri all have bans against sanctuary cities that predate the election.

---

228 The twelve states with bills in the legislature are Alabama, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming. NAT. CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, supra, note 1.
229 NAT. CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, supra, note 1.
230 NAT. CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, supra, note 1.
231 These states are Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. NAT. CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, supra, note 1.
The Arizona law was partially struck down by the Supreme Court in Arizona v. United States, however the key preemption provisions remain.236

Since November, fifteen states have proposed legislation to preempt sanctuary cities. Of those states four do not have any known sanctuary cities: Arkansas, Idaho, Oklahoma, and Tennessee.237 The bills in Mississippi, Texas, Pennsylvania, and Virginia have passed senate in each state, and are now being considered by the house.238 In the remaining seven states the laws will be considered by the legislature later this year.239 Notably, the proposed law in Ohio will hold local government officials criminally liable for the acts of undocumented immigrants, and the law in Texas will impose criminal


liability against city officials that do not intend to comply with the law. Alabama state legislators may be considering legislation to ban sanctuary cities.\(^{240}\)

Four states have considered bans on sanctuary cities in past legislative sessions, but do not appear to be considering them now.\(^{241}\)

Five states – California, Connecticut, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont – have established sanctuary policies on a state level, effectively preempting localities that might wish to enact an “anti-sanctuary” policy.\(^{242}\) There is proposed legislation in New Mexico to enact sanctuary policies on a state level.\(^{243}\) Seventeen states have neither preempted local sanctuary policies, nor enacted a sanctuary policy statewide; of these states eight have sanctuary cities.\(^{244}\) In New Jersey, legislators have proposed a bill to match the amount of funds sanctuary cities might lose from the federal government.\(^{245}\) The states of New York and Oregon have signaled that they will support municipalities’ decisions to adopt sanctuary policies.\(^{246}\)

**Day-Labor Sites**


Some municipal governments have enacted ordinances banning day laborers from congregating in public areas. Advocates for day laborers are challenging these laws through lawsuits disputing the constitutionality of these ordinances rather than through urging state preemption of these local laws.\(^{247}\)

Local Identification Laws

Lack of government issued identification disproportionately effects vulnerable populations like undocumented immigrants, the homeless, the elderly, formerly incarcerated, and transgender individuals. Some cities and municipalities have issued “municipal IDs” that allow the bearer better access to certain city services, health care, and financial institutions.\(^{248}\) Ten states have local governments in their jurisdiction that have adopted such a policy.\(^{249}\) One state, Wisconsin, has preempted municipal IDs, while bills to ban municipal IDs failed in the Arizona state senate.\(^{250}\) However, these types of programs may be declining in popularity, as the recent controversy about the possibility of data from NYC’s ID being used by the Trump Administration to identify undocumented immigrants.\(^{251}\)


PUBLIC SAFETY

Distracted Driving Regulations

In 2013, 10% of car accidents resulting in fatalities and 18% of car accidents resulting in injury were caused by distracted driving, specifically cell phone usage. In response, some state and local governments have enacted bans on hand held cell phone usage, all cellphone usage, and text messaging (with some jurisdictions creating special rules for novice and school bus drivers). According to the American Automobile Association (AAA), thirteen states have preempted local regulation of distracted driving.

Breed-Specific Legislation

Public safety concerns about dog bites and dog attacks have lead to the enactment of “breed-specific legislation” in some states and localities. These laws ban the ownership of dogs that are perceived to be dangerous based on their breed – typically Bull and Staffordshire Terriers (Pit Bulls), Rottweilers, and Mastiffs. The efficacy of these laws is debated, with the ASPCA publically opposing them. Fifteen states have preempted local breed-specific legislation. Four states – California, Colorado, Florida, and Illinois – all have bans against local breed-specific legislation, but due to home rule or a grandfather clause they are not uniformly enforced in all municipalities.

---


The information contained in this document does not constitute legal advice.
CAMPAIGN FINANCE

In a 2016 report, the Brennan Center for Justice found that the level of fully transparent campaign spending at the state and local levels has declined from 76% in 2006 to 29% in 2014. The public financing of campaigns is the least-used method of election regulation, but its proponents believe that it has the potential to make sure no one donor has an “outsized influence” on elections. Until 2016, local governments in California (excepting charter cities) were prohibited from adopting public financing for elections due to the passage of Proposition 73 in 1988. However, the passage of SB 1107 in 2016 has lifted this ban, making California localities ripe for additional public financing advocacy efforts.

---

259 BRENNAN CENTER FOR JUSTICE, SECRET SPENDING IN THE STATES 2 (June 2016) https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/analysis/Secret_Spending_in_the_States.pdf (based on a dataset of six states that represent approximately 20% of the U.S. population: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Maine, and Massachusetts).


